WORKER PARTICIPATION IN CORPORATE MANAGEMENT – THE UNITED STATES VERSION
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'Co-determination' and 'worker participation in corporate management' are generally considered in the United States as European inventions, alien to the U.S. system of labor relations. The unions' view was capsulized by the president of the Machinists' union in the following terms:

We have no interest in replacing free enterprise with a more utopian system .... And we believe workers can receive a better share of the fruits of free enterprise at bargaining tables than in board rooms.1

The unions' opposition to workers becoming 'a partner of capital' was put even more bluntly by the Secretary-Treasurer of the AFL-CIO:

He (the American worker) is smart enough to know, in his bones, that salvation lies — not in reshuffling the chairs in the board room or in the executive suite — but in the growing strength and bargaining power of his own autonomous organization.2

This negative view, shared equally strongly by management, focuses almost entirely on only one form of worker participation — employee or union representation on supervisory boards of corporations. It neglects other forms of much greater practical and social importance — particularly, representation of employees at the plant or enterprise level by elected works councils. The narrow focus obscures the fact that the U.S. also has a system of worker participation through which employees can influence and determine decisions of corporate management — the system of collective bargaining.

Historically, collective bargaining in the U.S. is rooted deeply in the values of industrial democracy, the same values out of which European systems of co-determination have grown. Those values were articulated by an Industrial Commission created by Congress in 1898:
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By the organization of labor, and by no other means, is it possible to introduce an element of democracy into the government of industry. By this means only the workers can effectively take part in determining the conditions under which they work. This becomes true in the fullest and best sense only when employers frankly meet the representatives of the workmen and deal with them as parties equally interested in the conduct of affairs. The union is a democratic government in which he (the worker) has an equal voice with every other member. By its collective strength he is able to exert some direct influence on the conditions of (his) employment.

In 1916, the Commission on Industrial Relations, whose recommendations foreshadowed the National Labor Relations Act, responded to words of Louis D. Brandeis, which would be equally applicable to employee representation on corporate boards or plant level works councils:

We must bear in mind all of the time that however much we may desire material improvement, and we must desire it for the comfort of the individual, that the United States is a democracy, and that we must have, above all things, men. It is to the development of manhood to which any industrial and social system must be directed. And therefore the end for which we must strive is the attainment of rule by the people, and that involves industrial democracy as well as political democracy. That means that the problems of the trade should no longer be the problem of the employer alone. The employees must have the opportunity of participating in the decisions as to what shall be their condition and how business shall be run.

The National Labor Relations Act established a statutory framework for employee representation through unions in a system of collective bargaining. To be sure, the law in the U.S. does not require employee membership on corporate boards, as does the law in Denmark or Germany. But the union may have a more effective voice in management decisions through its strength at the bargaining table than it would through minority representation in the corporate board meeting. The U.S. has no statutorily required system of works councils, as do Germany, France, Belgium and the Netherlands. But employees covered by collective agreements are effectively represented at the plant level on a day-to-day basis by contractually created grievance procedures. In the U.S., the collective agreement and the union grievance procedure are the institutions of industrial democracy through which workers participate in co-determining decisions of corporate management.

The purpose of this paper is not to try to demonstrate that collective bargaining in the U.S. is the historical or functional equivalent of European institutions of co-determination. Quite the contrary, for the differences are often more striking and instructive than the similarities. Nor is the intent to present a comparative study of systems of worker participation, for that would require examination of the functioning of varied systems, each in its special social context. The limited purpose here is to describe collective bargaining in the U.S. from the perspective of a system of industrial democracy in which employees "have the opportunity of participating in the decisions as to what shall be their condition and how business shall be run". Emphasis will be on those aspects which will make more visible certain comparisons.
and contrasts with European institutions, and also on some of the strengths and weaknesses of our collective bargaining as a system of worker participation.

1. Basic characteristics

Worker participation in the U.S. exists only within the framework of collective bargaining. It therefore depends upon the legal provisions relating to collective bargaining and the practical operation of collective bargaining systems under those legal provisions. Basic to the system which has evolved under the law are certain characteristics which should be made explicit at the outset.

First, and most obvious, the only instrument through which employees as a group can participate is a trade union. Although the statute permits representation by a 'labor organization', which is very broadly defined, representation is in practical terms either by a local union affiliated with a national trade union, or the national trade union itself. Trade unions in the U.S., like unions in most countries, do not limit themselves to collective bargaining, but engage in a wide range of social welfare and political activities, many of which are far removed from representing employees in collective bargaining. Although unions in the U.S. are not affiliated with any political party, they regularly support particular candidates for political office; and though many unions have no articulate political philosophy or program, they all regularly oppose or support particular legislative proposals. The views of the union on particular candidates and particular legislative proposals are often controversial and are not shared by substantial segments of workers. Because of this combination of functions in the union, individual workers or groups of workers may be confronted with the fact that the only voice they can have in decisions concerning their terms and conditions of work is through a union with whose political positions they disagree.

Second, worker participation in the U.S. is based on free choice. Unlike the German Works Council Act, for example, the law does not impose a system of representation by requiring the creation of a works council in every enterprise, but instead protects employees in choosing whether or not to have a system of representation and in choosing the union that shall represent them.

Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act declares:

Employees shall have the right to form, join or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid and protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all such activities . . . .

Section 8 of the statute affirmatively protects the free exercise of these rights against any economic or physical restraint by either unions or employers, and specifically prohibits "discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any
term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in a labor organization ...", 14 whether that discrimination is by the employer alone or is caused by the union.

There is no need to spell out here the scope of these rights. The important point is that the statute by its terms protects equally the right of employees to organize and bargain collectively and the right to refuse to organize and to reject collective bargaining — that is, freedom of choice whether to have or not to have a system of participation.

In practice, these are not equally protected rights. Many, if not most, employers in the U.S. resist unionization and the establishment of collective bargaining. Because of their control over jobs and the work place, they have available a range of devices to discourage employees from choosing in favor of collective bargaining. Nor do employers limit themselves to legal means of persuasion. In 1975, the National Labor Relations Board, charged with administering the National Labor Relations Act, issued 2,983 complaints against employers charging them with unfair labor practices, and it ordered the reinstatement of 3,816 employees and awarded $11,300,000 in back pay. 15 Many violations go undetected and unremedied, and the Board orders often come too little and too late to give employees a real sense of freedom of choice. To be sure, unions also have available devices to induce employees to join, and unions also at times go beyond legal means of persuasion, but allegations of union violations are far less frequent. 16 It can be fairly said that where collective bargaining does not already exist, the external pressures on employees to choose against unionization are far greater than the pressures to choose in favor. The practical effect is that, despite the legal principle of freedom of choice, employees are discouraged from choosing to establish a system of participation.

Third, the legal principle of freedom of choice is implemented and qualified by the principle of majority rule. 17 Whether there shall be collective bargaining and through which union depends upon the majority of the employees in a so-called 'bargaining unit'. If the majority in the bargaining unit rejects representation by a union, then there will be no system of participation for any employee in that bargaining unit.

The consequence of freedom of choice implemented by majority rule is that in the U.S. less than one-third of all employees in private employment are covered by a collective agreement. 18 In many basic industries such as steel, rubber, auto and transportation almost all hourly wage workers are covered, but many salaried employees are not covered. In coal mining and construction, less than half of the workers are covered, and in banking, insurance and service industries such as retail stores, hotels and restaurants, only a small portion of employees are covered. 19 As a result, more than two-thirds of all private enterprise employees in the U.S. have no structure for participating in the decisions of corporation management.

Fourth, the statutory principle of majority rule carries with it the principle that the majority union is the exclusive representative of all employees in the bargaining unit. The principle of exclusive representation has two separable aspects which are
crucial here. One aspect is that when a union obtains a majority in a bargaining unit, no other union or group can represent the employees in that unit. The majority union is the sole spokesman for all employees; it alone can negotiate with the employer; it alone can make a collective agreement; and its collective agreement applies to all employees regardless of union membership. The other aspect is that the presence of a majority union excludes even an individual employee from representing himself in determining the terms of his own employment contract. The collective agreement fixes the terms and conditions of employment, both minimum and maximum for every individual. Unless the union consents, he cannot bargain for anything different, whether better or worse, and only rarely does the collective agreement allow for any individual bargaining.

Fifth, the relation between the union and employer is conceived as one of structured confrontation, with the law prescribing the framework and regulating the conduct of the parties in their confrontation. The parties are legally required to meet and bargain in good faith, and a large body of law has developed as to what behavior is permitted at the bargaining table and what behavior is prohibited. But the legal rules, and the figures of speech with which they are expressed, are built on the image of opposing parties facing each other across the bargaining table. This fairly describes the dominant attitude and conduct of the parties in bargaining, for although they realize that they both have an interest in the future of the enterprise, their language and positions emphasize the clash of interests, often with the most virulent hostility, before agreement is reached.

If bargaining fails to produce agreement, the confrontation becomes economic conflict, with the use of the strike and the lockout. The Norris-LaGuardia Act permits the President to postpone the conflict for 80 days, if a strike or lockout affecting all or a substantial part of an entire industry would "imperil the national health or safety"; but there is no legally imposed arbitration of interest disputes, and the parties rarely agree to submit their disputes over the making of a contract to binding arbitration.

Disputes arising during the collective agreement are characterized by the form of confrontation but less by its substance. Grievance procedures are structured as meetings between representatives of opposing parties—the union presents the grievance, the employer denies it, and the union appeals. Grievance meetings in practice, however, more often have a character of mutual problem-solving, with specific disputes resolved, new rules agreed upon, and misunderstandings dispelled. If the parties are unable to reach agreement, the final confrontation under 95% of collective agreements is not the strike, but arbitration, and less than 1% of all grievances reach this final step.

These five basic characteristics of the collective bargaining system in the U.S. present a background for describing that system from the perspective of whether it provides employees with a voice in the decisions of management in the enterprise in which they work. In describing the system, focus will be on three questions: (1) how do employees exercise their choice as to whether they shall have a system of
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participation, and, if so, what union shall represent them? (2) what decisions of management are subject to the union's influence and how effective is the union's voice in influencing those decisions? and (3) what voice do the employees have in the decisions of the union which acts as their representative? Not reached by these three general questions is a fourth and more specialized question: what legal problems would be raised by union representatives sitting on corporate boards of directors?

2. Choosing the bargaining representative

A. The union election

To act as the exclusive bargaining representative, the union must demonstrate that it has the support of a majority of the employees in the bargaining unit. It may demonstrate this support in two ways. First, the union may obtain signed cards from a majority of the employees, authorizing it to act as their bargaining representative. In principle, the employer is legally obligated to recognize a union which has thus demonstrated its majority support, but the employer can express doubts that the authorization cards have been validly or voluntarily signed, and insist that the union prove its majority support in an election.34

The second way a union may demonstrate its majority status is through an election conducted by the National Labor Relations Board. The Board determines the bargaining unit, determines which employees are eligible to vote, and sets the time and place of voting. A period of about a month is generally allowed for campaign purposes, and the voting is usually held at the work place under the supervision of Board officials. Normally, more than 90% of all eligible employees vote.

Voting is by secret ballot, and the ballot includes the names of any competing unions and also the choice of 'No Union'. If none of the choices obtains a majority on the first balloting, a run-off election is held between the two highest votes. If a union ultimately obtains a majority, it is certified by the Board as the majority representative. If the choice of 'No Union' obtains a majority, this result is certified and there is no bargaining representative. In 1975, the Board conducted 8,638 elections involving 446,978 employees, and in 4,034 of these elections the result was 'No Union'.25

The Board not only supervises the balloting, but enforces standards of conduct during the campaign period to preserve what it has described as 'laboratory conditions' which will enable employees to make a free, informed and rational choice. An election may be set aside and a new election ordered if one of the parties engages in coercive conduct, interferes with free solicitation, makes deliberate misrepresentations at a time when they cannot be refuted, engages in appeals to racial hatred or discrimination, or otherwise destroys the 'laboratory conditions'.26

It should be emphasized that elections are not held periodically, for an election
is held only when there is a showing of substantial support for a change in the status quo — usually the signature of 30% of the employees in the unit. Thus, where there is no collective bargaining, no election will be held until some union makes a showing of 30% support. Similarly, where there is collective bargaining, no election will be held until there is some challenge to the union's majority status, either by a showing that 30% of the employees desire a change, or when the employer questions whether the union still has majority support.27

Where collective bargaining is established, often no challenge is raised over long periods of time. In many bargaining units, particularly in the major industries, there have been no elections and no change of majority representative since collective bargaining was established in those units 30 or 40 years ago. One reason there are rarely new elections is that often there are no competing unions to raise a challenge to the incumbent union. Even where two unions claim jurisdiction over the same category of workers, and compete in the initial election, the union which wins tends to become solidified in its position as majority representative so that challenges have little prospect of success. In addition, unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO have a 'No Raiding Pact' under which the member unions agree not to seek an election where another member union is the bargaining representative.28 This pact is considered a contract which is legally enforceable by the courts.29

A procedure is available to employees who are represented by a union to obtain an election to decertify the union and return to the status of having no representation. The number of employees rejecting collective bargaining once having been covered, however, is relatively small. In 1975, there were 445 elections involving 15,303 employees in which the union was decertified.30

B. Qualification of the representative

The basic qualification of a union to act as the bargaining representative is that it be the free choice of the employees. It need not register, file any reports, or obtain any prior approval from a governmental authority. The Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA)31 requires unions to recognize certain democratic rights of members, follow certain election procedures, and file certain financial reports, but failure to observe these requirements, while subject to affirmative sanction, will not disqualify the union. The law seeks to correct the violations without depriving employees of their choice of representative.32

Employees are not limited to choosing a union which customarily represents employees in their particular craft or industry if the union is willing to represent them. The Auto Workers union may represent bank employees, the Steelworkers may represent mushroom growers, and a Truck Drivers union may represent nurses.33 In general, any union may legally represent any group of employees.34

One crucial qualification is imposed. A union which seeks to act as bargaining representative must be free of any employer support or control. Prior to enactment of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, employers used a variety of employee
representation plans as substitutes for, or shields against, regular trade unions. These 'company unions', as they were called, were typically organized on the initiative of the employer, who determined their structure and functions without any genuine free choice by the employees. Amendments to the plan or union constitution could be made only with the consent of the employer; meeting rooms, secretarial services and supplies were provided by the employer; and supervisors were often active organizers and served as officers. Although such organizations provided the form and sometimes some substance of worker participation, they lacked the independence and economic strength to confront the employer effectively in collective bargaining; and their existence and recognition by the employer obstructed the organizational efforts of genuine unions.

The statute sought to outlaw 'company unions', making it an unfair labor practice for an employer "to dominate, or interfere with the formation or administration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other support to it". The statutory words have been broadly applied to reach any employer involvement in creating the organization, such as provision of meeting rooms, office space, postage or other financial aid, or participation in the organization's decisions. Any participation by supervisors in drafting by-laws, soliciting members, serving as officers, or attending meetings violates the requirement that there be total independence from employer influence or control and bans the organization from representing the employees in any matter concerning wages and working conditions.

These strictures against the employer supporting or participating in the affairs or decisions of an employee representative substantially preclude employees from being represented through any plan or structure other than a labor organization which bargains with the employer at arm's length as an adversary. The employer is effectively prohibited from establishing joint employee-employer councils; and even a committee system created by the employees, with committees elected by the employees, will be barred if supervisors or other management personnel sit on those committees. In practical terms, employees must choose between being represented by a union engaged in arm's length bargaining or not being represented at all.

Although receiving any financial aid or physical facilities from the employer at the time the union is being organized can cause it to be condemned as a 'company union', such total independence is not required once the union has obtained a majority and negotiated a collective agreement. The union is then viewed, in some respects, as a partner in administering the collective agreement, and the employer can give the union some forms of support in its performance of the representative function. The employer can provide the majority representative with office space, supplies and meeting rooms for the union stewards and grievance committee. The employer can also pay union stewards and committee members for the time spent investigating and processing grievances and in attending grievance meetings. This is justified on the ground that the stewards and committee members are helping resolve employment relations problems which are of concern to the employer.
some plants, union stewards may spend full time in grievance work, performing no production work, but nevertheless be paid their regular wages by the employer.\textsuperscript{41}

\textit{C. Determination of the bargaining unit}

The bargaining unit consists of the employees grouped together for purposes of representation. It is an election district for determining which union, if any, has a majority, and it is a governing unit for determining the employees who are subject to the majority union's exclusive authority. It might be described as the unit for worker participation.

The legal authority to determine the bargaining unit rests in the National Labor Relations Board, not in the union and the employer.\textsuperscript{42} One reason for placing the authority there is that the employer and the one or more competing unions may be unable to agree on the boundaries of the unit; but a more crucial reason is that the employer and the union may not adequately consider the desires of those groups of employees who do not want to be represented by any union or who want to be represented by a different union. By agreeing to a large unit, the union and employer could deprive such groups of their freedom of choice, swallowing them in a larger majority when smaller units might be appropriate. The union and employer cannot be entrusted with the authority to determine whether dissenting groups shall be subject to the union's exclusive control. The Board is responsible for considering the interests of all groups, both large and small, in drawing the boundaries of the bargaining unit.

The statute provides that "The Board shall decide in each case whether . . . the unit appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining shall be the employer unit, craft unit, plant unit or subdivision thereof . . ."\textsuperscript{43} These words reveal the underlying assumption of the statute that the bargaining unit will not extend beyond a single employer and that the single employer's employees may be in several different bargaining units. Although the courts have interpreted the statute as allowing the Board to create multi-employer units,\textsuperscript{44} the underlying assumption still dominates the actual determination of bargaining units.

In determining the bargaining unit, the Board weighs a number of factors which relate to two basic considerations: (1) the practical needs of collective bargaining, and (2) adequate representation of all employees in the bargaining unit. The factors weighed by the Board include (a) the community of interests of employees in such matters as similar skills, similar work, similar benefits and physical proximity; (b) integration of the production processes and interdependence of the work performed; (c) administrative organization of the employer's supervision and personnel policy making; (d) the history of collective bargaining with the particular employer or the practice in the industry; and (e) the wishes of the employees.\textsuperscript{45}

In practice, these factors lead to a fragmentation of the enterprise into multiple bargaining units. In a single plant, there will typically be separate bargaining units for production workers, maintenance or skilled craft workers, clerical and office
employees, and professional employees, and there may be additional units for particular crafts or departments. Each unit may be represented by a separate union negotiating a separate contract, although some units often have no representation at all. If the enterprise has several plants, there may be a similar pattern for each plant, and the production workers in one plant may be represented by a different union than production workers in another plant. Employees of a single enterprise may be represented by 40 different unions, with one-third of the employees having no representation at all.

Because of this fragmenting of employees into separate bargaining units represented by separate, and often competing, unions, there is normally no organization, council or committee which can speak for them with a unified voice or deal with management decisions of general concern. Participation is almost inevitably limited to those decisions which directly affect the employees in the particular unit. This can be overcome by unions which represent different units joining together to bargain as a coalition and make either similar contracts or a single contract. In practice, however, they seldom do so. Each bargains separately, making and administering its own contract, thereby balkanizing the work force along the boundary lines of the bargaining units. The effect is to limit significantly the scope and effectiveness of worker participation in management decisions.

3. Union influence on management decisions

Worker participation in management decisions is measured in the U.S. by the influence which the majority union can exert over those decisions in collective bargaining. This influence is shaped, in the first instance, by the National Labor Relations Act which requires the employer to bargain in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment. But the union's influence is ultimately defined by the collective agreement negotiated with the employer, and that may be broader in some respects and narrower in other respects than the sphere of influence described by the statute.

A. Union influence over mandatory subjects of bargaining

The statutory duty to bargain does not require that an agreement be reached. The employer and union must be willing "to meet at reasonable times and confer in good faith," but that does not require either party to agree to a proposal or to make a concession. The employer must listen to the union and weigh its argument; he must state his position and give his reasons; he must make a good faith effort to find common ground for agreement; and if agreement is reached, he must be willing to make a written contract. But if after full discussion, the employer is not persuaded, he need not agree. The employer can insist, for example, that certain seniority rules should govern layoffs, and the union's only recourse is to strike to
induce him to change his mind. Whether the union's or the employer's choice, or some compromise, is written into the collective contract depends first on persuasion and finally on economic strength, not on any legal intervention or third party decision.

The legal duty to bargain extends only to those matters which fall within the statutory words 'wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment'. These are termed 'mandatory' subjects of bargaining. Categorization of a subject as 'mandatory' distinguishes it in three significant respects from the other subjects about which the parties might bargain. First, an employer cannot make any change in a mandatory subject without first bargaining to impasse with the union about the change. Second, the union may propose changes in a mandatory subject and require the employer to bargain about that change. Third, the union can strike or use other forms of economic force to try to compel the employer to agree with the union on a mandatory subject. None of these three propositions is applicable to non-mandatory subjects.

For example, compulsory retirement rules and pension plans are mandatory subjects of bargaining. The employer, therefore, could not institute a compulsory retirement rule without first bargaining with the union to impasse on whether there should be such a rule and what it should be. The union could insist that the employer discuss the union's proposal for the creation of a private pension plan for all employees over 60 years of age. And the union could strike to try to compel the employer to agree to the compulsory retirement rules and pension plan desired by the union.

On the other side, the kind of product to be produced is not a mandatory subject of bargaining. The employer, therefore, could eliminate a product or change its design without notice to the union. If the union struck in protest, the strike would be illegal.

Not all mandatory subjects, however, are necessarily governed by the collective agreement; some may remain under the full control of the employer. The employer can take the position in bargaining that certain mandatory subjects should not be governed by rules in the collective agreement, but should remain within his discretion to change as he sees fit during the life of the contract. Thus, he may insist on a management prerogatives clause in the contract which gives him the freedom to decide when the work day shall begin, what work shall be assigned, who shall be promoted or transferred, who shall be dismissed, when employees shall retire, and what pensions they shall be paid. Again, the union's only recourse is to use persuasion or economic force to try to narrow the management prerogatives clause.

In summary, a worker has no legal right to participate in decisions which are outside the scope of mandatory subjects of bargaining. The employer can act unilaterally without any notice to the union and need not even listen to the union's proposals concerning a non-mandatory subject. And the union cannot use economic force to induce the employer to discuss such a subject, much less agree to a union proposal about it. Even within the scope of mandatory subjects, the worker's par-
ticipation in decisions depends upon the union's power of persuasion and its economic strength. The employer, by bargaining for a broad management prerogatives clause, can totally remove a wide range of subjects from any possibility of worker participation during the life of the contract.

B. The scope of mandatory subjects

The statutory words "wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment" cover a wide field whose outer boundaries are not clearly marked. Profit sharing, year-end bonuses, paid holidays, severance pay and pensions are all considered forms of wages, and even the price and quality of meals in the employer's cafeteria and the rent in employer-owned houses may come within the term. 'Conditions of work' includes not only heat, ventilation and safety conditions, but also who shall be hired, who shall be assigned to particular jobs, who shall be promoted, who shall be laid off when the work force is reduced, and when an employee may be discharged or otherwise disciplined.

It is more difficult to describe the management decisions that are beyond the boundaries of mandatory subjects and the right of employees to participate in those decisions. It is quite clear, however, that the right to participate does not reach all decisions which may affect the employees' work or job security. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that an employer could not, without first bargaining with the union, subcontract the maintenance work in his plant where the subcontracting simply substituted one group of employees for another doing the same work. The limitations of the case, however, were underlined by a concurring opinion which declared that the employer must remain free to make unilateral decisions "which are fundamental to the basic direction of the corporate enterprise, or which impinge only indirectly upon employment security ...". The duty to bargain does not reach "managerial decisions which lie at the core of entrepreneurial control", even those decisions which "may quite clearly imperil job security or indeed terminate employment entirely".

From judicial opinions and Board decisions it appears that management can decide unilaterally what new products shall be produced and their design and quality, what new equipment may be introduced, what capital investments shall be made and how they shall be financed, and whether the enterprise shall be expanded, contracted or liquidated. Similarly, the employer can decide unilaterally to eliminate a product line, shut down an operation, close one plant and transfer the work to another plant, merge with another corporation or sell the business.

These management decisions can be made without any right or opportunity of the employees to participate in the decision. The employer need not inform the employees' representative in advance of the decision, give the reasons for the decision, or even listen to a protest against it. The employer can refuse the union's demand to put into the collective agreement any provision limiting his freedom to make these decisions or to notify the union in advance of making such decisions. If the
union strikes to protest against such a decision and get it reversed, or to obtain a contractual provision requiring consultation in advance of such a decision, the strike will be illegal.

C. Scope of the collective agreement

Worker participation in management decisions is measured ultimately not by the duty to bargain collectively but by the provisions of the collective agreement. As has been pointed out, the collective agreement may leave some mandatory subjects to unilateral control by management, either by containing no provisions regulating those subjects or by explicitly reserving control in a management prerogatives clause. The contract may also cover some subjects which are not mandatory subjects, for the employer may voluntarily submit any matter to contractual co-determination so long as the effect is not to unreasonably restrain competition in the product market.

In practice, collective agreements cover a wide range of mandatory subjects and relatively few non-mandatory subjects, although there are significant variations between industries and enterprises. In the construction industry, contracts are simple and cover only the more basic terms; in auto and steel, contracts are complex and may touch almost every mandatory subject. Contracts in small enterprises tend to be simple, while contracts in large enterprises tend to be more complete. The initial contract between an employer and a union may be relatively simple, but as successive contracts are negotiated, more and more mandatory subjects are covered by more and more complex provisions. Indeed, the dominant characteristic of collective contracts is that as the bargaining relationship develops, the contract tends to reach every mandatory subject which is of substantial concern to the employees.

The typical collective agreement, other than in the construction industry, contains provisions concerning wages, hours, work schedules, overtime rates, job descriptions and classifications, promotions, layoffs, transfers, disciplinary penalties, vacations, holidays, sick leaves, funeral leaves, life insurance, medical insurance, pensions, and various other matters of special concern in the particular enterprise. In addition, there will be a number of provisions relating to the relations between the union and the employer and the administration of the agreement, which will be discussed below.

Equally important are the subjects that many collective agreements do not cover, particularly subjects in the non-mandatory area. Only one-half of the contracts covering 1,000 or more employees have any limitations on subcontracting; less than 20% require the employer to give notice of plant shutdowns, relocations, or technological changes; and only 10% provide for any allowances to workers who are relocated. The lack of any contractual provision means that employees have no effective participation in the decisions on those subjects.

The fact that the collective agreement contains provisions on a particular sub-
ject, however, does not necessarily mean that there is full co-determination on the subject, for the provisions may leave the employer with a wide range of discretion. For example, a promotion clause may require only that the employer give weight to seniority, but leave him free to promote a junior employee who is clearly better qualified; the employer may be allowed to deny sick leave unless the employee provides a doctor’s certificate; and the employer may have substantial discretion to define punishable offenses and determine the appropriate disciplinary penalties. Where the employer has discretion under the contract, there can be worker participation in management’s decisions to the extent that the union can urge the employer to use that discretion in a certain way. But the union cannot require him to discuss the decision, and the no-strike clause in the contract will bar the use of economic force to influence his decision. The employer is limited in his decision-making during the contract period only as the contract imposes limitations.

D. Union influence in contract administration

Worker participation does not end with the making of the collective agreement, for the agreement cannot provide specific answers for every problem which can arise during its term. The agreement is inevitably ambiguous and incomplete, and as problems arise, the parties must work out solutions, even though the agreement gives little or no guidance. There must, therefore, be a continuing process of discussion and decision-making. Although this is commonly described in legal terms as ‘interpreting and applying’ the contract, it can be more accurately described in factual terms as clarifying and completing the contract. For the purpose of conducting this process, the collective agreement customarily creates a grievance procedure through which the parties can resolve problems as they arise. The grievance procedure is the structure of worker participation in decisions during the life of the agreement.

The grievance procedure usually consists of appeals or steps up the hierarchy of management authority. The first step normally consists of the employee or his shop steward filing a grievance with the foreman. If no satisfactory answer is obtained, the union can appeal to the second step, which may be to the department supervisor, who meets with the shop committee. Again, if no settlement is reached, the union can appeal to the next step, and continue to press the grievance until the top level of management is reached. If no settlement is reached at the top step, the collective agreement normally provides that the dispute can be submitted to a neutral arbitrator selected by the parties. The arbitrator’s decision is made final and binding by the collective contract.

The scope of the grievance procedure may be described by the contract as reaching “disputes concerning the interpretation and application of the agreement”, making it coextensive with the collective agreement. But its scope may be more widely described by the contract as “any difference or dispute between the parties”, thus allowing the union to raise grievances about matters not mentioned in
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the agreement, and even matters which may not be mandatory subjects of bar-
gaining. Regardless of the scope of the grievance procedure, the arbitration provi-
sion usually limits the arbitrator to 'interpreting and applying' the contract. This
does not limit the cases which the arbitrator can decide so much as require that he
decide them consistently with the parties' understanding of their agreement.

Three aspects of grievance and arbitration provisions should be emphasized.
First, the grievance procedure provides a most important and immediate avenue of
participation. It reaches the whole range of subjects covered by the collective agree-
ment and often beyond to any complaint an employee may have. It gives meaning
to the general terms of the contract by providing solutions to immediate problems.
It provides continuing discussion of day-to-day problems at the shop floor level
between representatives of the employees and representatives of the employer. For
the individual employee, it provides a sense of direct participation; any employee
who has a complaint can file a grievance with the union for presentation to the em-
ployer, with the union acting as his advocate. Second, the grievance procedure can
not only influence but control management decisions. The procedure gives the
union an opportunity at each level of management to persuade those at that level
that management's decision is contrary to the contract or is either unreasonable or
unjust, or that some compromise solution should be accepted. If no agreement is
reached, the union can demand arbitration and obtain a legally binding decision
as to whether management has acted contrary to the contract. Third, the process-
ing of grievances is a union function. Grievances are filed with the union shop
stewards, presented by union committees, and appealed to arbitration by the
union. Normally, the union controls access to the grievance procedure and deter-
mines whether to agree to a settlement, and most collective agreements provide that
the union, not an employee, can appeal a grievance and demand arbitration. Thus,
worker participation in the grievance procedure, as in negotiation of the agreement,
is solely through the majority union.

4. Worker participation in union decisions

Workers can have a voice in management decisions only to the extent that they
have a voice in the decisions of their representatives. The first level of influence and
control is in their choice of representatives, and particularly their ability to change
representatives. In the U.S., this avenue of influence is quite inadequate, for in most
situations there is no realistic alternative to the incumbent union, and potential
competition between unions is restrained by the No-Raiding Pact. The workers'choice is between the incumbent union and no representation at all. For that rea-
son, participation must come through internal decision-making processes of the
union, the election of union officers and the determination of union policies.

Unions in the U.S. have traditionally built themselves on a democratic model,
and union constitutions create a framework of mixed representative and direct
democracy. Officers are elected by the members, issues are discussed in local union meetings, decisions are made by majority vote, and the ultimate power to determine policy is vested in the members. This democratic structure responds to the union movement's historical claims that through unions "it is possible to introduce an element of democracy into the government of industry" and that unions enable "workers effectively to take part in determining the conditions under which they work". 6

Not all unions, however, have in fact been democratic. The form of democracy, in a few unions, has been a cloak for dictatorial control. As a result, the Labor Management Reporting And Disclosure Act (LMRDA) was enacted in 195967 to require unions to observe certain minimum democratic rights and procedures. One of the powerful arguments for legislatively imposing democratic standards on unions' internal processes was that the status of exclusive representative had been given by statute to the majority union. The Senate Committee on Labor, in recommending regulation of union elections, declared:

The Government which gives unions this power has an obligation to insure that the officials who wield it are responsive to the desires of the men and women they represent.68

In this section, the principal statutory provisions which protect the union member's right to participate in the decision-making process of his union will be briefly sketched.69 Beyond that, some of the customary structures and practices through which members participate in the making and administration of the collective agreement will be briefly described.

A. Statutory rights of participation in unions

The most important provisions in the LMRDA for membership participation and control are in Title IV, which requires periodic election of union officers and regulates the election process.70 Local unions must elect officers at least once every three years by secret ballot of the members; and national or international unions must elect officers at least once every five years, either by secret ballot of the members, or at a convention of delegates chosen by secret ballot. The statute provides a wide range of safeguards to protect the election process. Reasonable opportunity must be given to nominate candidates; qualifications for candidates must be reasonable; notice of the time and place of the election must be mailed to every member 15 days before the election; every member in good standing is entitled to one vote; each candidate is entitled to have an observer at the polls and at the counting of the ballots; and the ballots must be preserved for one year.

In addition, Title IV protects free and open campaigning prior to the election. Every member has "the right to vote for and otherwise support" the candidate of his choice without being subject to discipline or reprisal of any kind; every candidate is entitled to equal access to membership lists and to have his campaign
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literature distributed by mail to union members; and union funds, including the union journal, cannot be used to promote the candidacy of any candidate.

The purpose of the LMRDA is not to provide merely the form of periodic elections, but to provide the substance of free and open competition for union office, and to enable union members to make known through the election campaign and at the ballot box their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the performance of their elected officers. If the election is not conducted in accordance with the statute, it can be set aside and a new election ordered, to be held under the supervision of the Secretary of Labor.

Other important provisions protecting membership participation are in Title I, The Bill of Rights of Members of Labor Organizations. The first section of The Bill of Rights guarantees every member “equal rights to nominate candidates, vote in elections or referendums, attend membership meetings, and participate in the debate and voting at those meetings”. The second section guarantees freedom of speech and assembly within the union, protecting the right of members to organize groups within the union, speak at union meetings, distribute literature or make public statements. Union officers and union policies may be criticized or condemned in the most vigorous form without any restraint by union discipline or penalties. The effect of these provisions is to guarantee an open democratic political process within the union through which members can freely express their views on union policies and the conduct of union officers. The members thereby have a voice and can participate in the decision-making process, particularly at the level of the local union and the plant and in union referendums.

These rights of participation are reinforced by various other provisions of the LMRDA. For example, Title II requires unions to provide their members with annual financial reports, and gives members the right, upon showing reasonable cause, to examine the books and records of the union. And Title V imposes on union officers a fiduciary obligation to use union funds only for union purposes and to follow the mandates of the membership.

These rights of participation, it must be noted, run only to union members, not to all employees in the bargaining unit. Those who choose not to join the union are excluded from its decision-making process. Employees may also be excluded involuntarily, for there is no statutory requirement that the union accept all employees in the bargaining unit into membership. This, however, is no longer a substantial problem, for Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits unions from discriminating in membership on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin, and it is rare that any employee in the bargaining unit is denied admission to the union. The LMRDA does limit the union in expelling members it has admitted, prohibiting the discipline of a member for his exercise of rights guaranteed by the statute, and requiring in any case that discipline such as expulsion be imposed only after a fair trial.
B. Customary structures for participation in bargaining

The law imposes no requirements as to the procedures unions must use in determining their bargaining demands, in ratifying collective contracts, or in handling grievances under the contract. These procedures are for each union to determine through its own constitution and by-laws. In practice, membership participation in making and administering collective agreements takes many forms, but customarily includes important elements of direct consultation or control by the members. In many unions, the members elect a special negotiating committee with representatives from different groups within the bargaining unit to participate in the negotiating of the contract. Grievances arising under the contract are commonly handled at the first step by shop stewards elected by the members in a department or area, and at later steps by an elected grievance committee.

In contract negotiations, the union's demands are commonly developed by discussions in union meetings or other methods of direct consultation. As negotiations progress, efforts are made to keep the members informed and to obtain their reactions to developments. When agreement is reached at the bargaining table, it is normally only tentative, for in most unions the contract must be approved by a vote of the membership. This vote is not an empty formality, for in more than 10% of the cases the first tentative agreement is voted down by the members.

In handling grievances arising under the collective contract, the shop steward or grievance committee may have authority to settle the grievance by not appealing to the next step, but in many unions the members may override this decision by voting to appeal. In some unions, the question whether or not to submit a grievance to arbitration is determined by a vote of the members.

Not all unions have structures and practices which allow the members to participate so effectively or directly in negotiating contracts and settling grievances. In some unions, an elected or appointed business agent may sign contracts and settle grievances with little consultation of the members and subject to no direct membership control. In such unions, membership participation comes only through the legally-protected process of criticism and debate and the periodic election of officers required by the statute. However, it is probably a safe generalization that union members participate more effectively and directly in the making and administration of collective contracts than in any other area of union decision-making.

C. The worker's right to fair representation

In addition to the right to participate in the union's decision-making process, the worker has a legally-protected right to have the union represent him fairly. This right has been created by the courts because of the union's control over the individual employee, and is designed to protect individuals and minority groups from the failure of the democratic process and the abusive use of majority power. When a
union of railroad workers negotiated an agreement placing black employees at the bottom of the seniority list, the U.S. Supreme Court declared:

[1]he organization chosen to represent a craft is to represent all its members, the majority as well as the minority, and is to act for and not against those whom it represents. It is a principle of general application that the exercise of granted power to act on behalf of others involves the assumption toward them of a duty to exercise the power in their interest and behalf. 77

The Court was emphatic that the bargaining representative had a "duty to exercise fairly the power conferred upon it in behalf of all those for whom it acts". The Court, however, did not attempt to articulate any general standard as to what was fair or unfair. It recognized that the contract might have unfavorable effects on some employees, and variations in terms might be based on 'relevant differences' in conditions, but did not elaborate the standard beyond declaring that "discriminations based on race alone are obviously irrelevant or invidious". The union's duty, said the Court, was to represent all employees without hostile discrimination, fairly, impartially and in good faith. 78

Discrimination against individuals or groups based on irrelevant differences other than race are equally prohibited, 79 and that discrimination may be found in different treatment on dismissals, granting of vacations, or rates of pay, as well as manipulation of seniority rights. 80 But the courts have recognized that negotiating agreements requires compromises and adjustments of varied interests and groups, and the courts have stated that the union must be allowed "a wide range of reasonableness . . . subject always to complete good faith and honesty of purpose in the exercise of discretion". 81 In practice, the courts have seldom found a violation of the duty of fair representation in the negotiation of an agreement, except where there has been discrimination on the basis of race or sex, 82 or there has been some clear overreaching by a majority group within the union against a minority group. 83

The union's duty of fair representation extends to its administration of the collective agreement. 84 It cannot refuse to process the grievances of non-members, nor charge them a special fee for this service. As statutory representative, it assumes the obligation to represent all employees, and to represent them equally. 85

The union's authority to settle grievances and its refusal to carry cases to arbitration raises difficult legal problems. The individual employee acquires legally enforceable rights under the collective agreement, and in the absence of an arbitration clause the individual can sue in court to enforce those rights. 86 However, where the collective agreement provides for arbitration as the only method for adjudicating disputes, the employee is bound by that procedure. If the union refuses to take the case to arbitration, the individual can sue only if the union has violated its duty of fair representation in refusing to appeal the case. 87 The effect is that the union's settlement of a grievance is legally binding on the employee unless the settlement was a violation of the union's duty of fair representation.
The standard of the union's duty of fairness in grievance handling is somewhat more strict than its duty of fairness in negotiating agreements. The U.S. Supreme Court has said that the union must do more than act in "complete honesty and good faith"; the union must not act in an arbitrary manner, or "arbitrarily ignore a meritorious grievance or process it in a perfunctory manner." If the union simply refuses to process a grievance when the employer has clearly violated the agreement, or settles a grievance on terms clearly contrary to the agreement, it would seem that the union was violating its duty not to "arbitrarily ignore a meritorious grievance". If the union refuses to appeal an employee's grievance because of personal hostility, political differences, or membership in another union, the union would clearly be violating its duty to provide fair representation. If the union is negligent in failing to file the grievance within the required time limits, failing to investigate the merits of the grievance, or failing to present evidence or arguments at the arbitration, the union may be processing the grievance in a 'perfunctory manner'.

Although the standards of the duty of fairness are vague and incomplete, the duty of fair representation has great practical significance. The judicial declaration of the duty makes unions aware of the responsibility which goes with their authority as representative of the employees. This awareness is sharpened by the large number of suits brought by employees claiming violation of this duty, particularly in the settlement of grievances. Even though in a majority of these suits the courts find no violation of the duty of fair representation, the suits are constant reminders to the union, and the potential liability for damages increases the union's care in fulfilling its duties.

5. Employee representation on corporate boards

Collective bargaining in the U.S. has obvious analogs to works councils and other representation devices at the plant or enterprise level. But the U.S. has no analog to employee representation on corporate supervisory boards, and there is no substantial likelihood that such representation will be voluntarily established, much less be legally imposed. As union leaders have so clearly emphasized, employee representation on supervisory boards runs contrary to the prevailing concept of collective bargaining as a system of structured confrontation. Representatives of employees and representatives of management are conceived of as separate and opposing entities dealing with each other across the bargaining table. Participation by the employer in the internal decision-making of the union is prohibited; participation by the workers through unions in the internal decision-making of the employer would be incongruous.

The unspoken premise of the reasoning is that employee participation can only be through the union which acts as the collective bargaining representative.
Employee representation is assumed to mean union representation, because neither the law nor practice in the U.S. has made provision for any structure of participation coordinate with or supplementary to the union. The possibility that members of the corporate boards might be elected by the employees, as contrasted with selected by the union, has never been considered.

Under existing law, union representation on corporate boards is possible only through voluntary action by the shareholders. This would clearly not be a mandatory subject of bargaining. The union, therefore, could not insist that it be discussed at the bargaining table, nor could the union strike to achieve it. Even if the shareholders were willing to elect to the corporate board members nominated by the union, two serious legal issues would be presented.

First, for a union representative to serve on the board of a corporation with which his union bargained collectively would place him in a position where his responsibility to the corporation would conflict with this fiduciary obligation to the union and its members. Section 501 of the LMRDA declares that “officers, agents, shop stewards and other representatives” of a union occupy “positions of trust”, and then provides:

It is, therefore, the duty of each such person, taking into account the special problems and functions of a labor organization, ... to refrain from dealing with such organization as an adverse party or in behalf of an adverse party in any matter connected with his duties and from holding or acquiring any personal interest which conflicts with the interests of such organization ... .

Whether the union nominated a union official or an outsider to the board of directors, the person would seem to be a ‘union representative’ within the meaning of the statute. In his position on the board, he would be participating in decisions affecting wage and employment policies, and even decisions as to collective bargaining demands, strikes and lockouts. Unless it were assumed that as a corporate director he had no obligation to the shareholders, he would be dealing with the union as an ‘adverse party’, and his personal interests would ‘conflict with the interests’ of the union. This is particularly true in a collective bargaining system which is built upon the principles of confrontation between the employer and the union and insistence on complete arm’s length bargaining between the adverse parties.

Second, for a union representative to sit on a corporate board would raise serious questions of unlawful restraint of competition. In the Jewel Tea case, the U.S. Supreme Court stated that a union and a single employer could be found in violation of the anti-trust laws if they made an agreement concerning a matter which was not “intimately related to wages, hours and working conditions” and not a mandatory subject of bargaining, and the agreement created an unreasonable restraint on competition in the product market. For a union representative on a corporate board to participate in a decision on matters such as prices, marketing policies, or product lines would place both the union and company in jeopardy.
The decision could be viewed as an agreement or combination between the company and the union on a non-mandatory subject which reasonably restrained competition.

If two or more employers competing in the same product market placed representatives from the same union on their respective boards of directors, even more serious problems would be raised. Interlocking directorates are generally prohibited under the anti-trust laws, and they would seem no less dangerous to free competition if they were linked together through a national union. Union representatives on corporate boards would have the incentive and ability to reduce competition in the product market in order to protect the jobs of employees in less efficient enterprises. Proposals at one corporate board to build a new plant, introduce a new product line, engage in a sales campaign or lower prices might be opposed by union representatives on the board if the effect would be to put another company employing union members under competitive pressure and cause the loss of jobs in the second company. Other potentials for collusion or parallel action on prices and other factors of competition are obvious.

The problems of fiduciary responsibility and restraints on competition would be significantly different if the employee representatives on the board were nominated by the employees, rather than by the union. If the employees, acting without a union, nominated one or more members of the board for election by the shareholders, those board members would not be representatives of a labor organization and, therefore, not covered by Section 501 of the LMRDA. Similarly, their membership and actions on the board would seem not to be any more vulnerable to the anti-trust laws than the membership and action of any other member of the board. Such a device, however, is legally possible only where there is no majority union or where the majority union does not object. In short, under present law employee representation on corporate boards can come only through voluntary action by shareholders, which is highly unlikely; and where a majority union exists, it would have to consent to the selection of the representative by the employees and not the union, an encroachment on the union’s status as exclusive representative to which the union is not likely to consent.

6. Conclusion

When collective bargaining in the U.S. is viewed as a system for providing employee participation in the decisions of corporate management, four conclusions stand out.

First, collective bargaining is only a partial system; indeed, from a broad social perspective it is scarcely a system at all. Participation requires unionization and this extends to less than one-third of the employed work force. More than two-thirds of all employees have no union, no collective agreement, and no effective voice in management decision-making. Collective bargaining provides participation only for a minority.
Even in enterprises where collective bargaining exists, fragmented bargaining units result in fragmented representation, with some employees unrepresented. Almost inevitably, each union speaks for the special interests of those it represents; the voice of some employees is strong and the voice of others is not heard at all, and no union or other body is able to speak for all the employees as a group.

This partial and fragmented system is reinforced by the law which not only fails to provide other forms of representation, but imposes barriers against the employer or the employees creating other structures for participation.

Second, collective bargaining reaches only a limited range of management decisions. It provides no legal right to participate in many decisions of crucial concern to the employees. Thus, management can decide unilaterally without notice or discussion to change production processes, eliminate operations or close plants, even though those decisions require employees to transfer or result in their dismissal.

The boundaries around ‘mandatory’ subjects of bargaining also mark the boundaries around the employer's duty to provide information to the union. The law does not require, nor can the union use its economic strength to require, that the employer keep the union informed of its general financial condition, its prospects, or its plans for changes in operations, even though these matters are of vital interest to the employees.

Even the limited area of participation prescribed by the statute can be substantially narrowed if the employer bargains for a management prerogatives clause which gives him the freedom to act unilaterally on certain matters. Thus, decisions as to working hours, speed of production, job assignments and dismissals can be removed from the area of participation by an employer who has the economic strength to obtain such concessions from the union. The employees' right to participate depends upon the union's economic strength to resist employer encroachments.

Third, where collective bargaining exists, and within the area covered by the collective agreement, employee participation is intensive and vital. The grievance procedure provides a continuing and direct participation both on matters which concern individual employees and matters which concern the employees as a group. Arbitration, as the last step in that procedure, serves to fill out the details and complete the agreement and to compel compliance by the employer.

The democratic character of unions, reinforced by statutory provisions, gives employees a voice in the union which represents them. The democratic rights to participate in union decisions, to criticize union officers and policies, to organize opposition groups within the union, and to have open and honest elections are legally protected. In addition, the negotiation and ratification of collective agreements, and the processing and settlement of grievances is often subject to direct membership control.

To the extent that democratic processes and majority rule create dangers for isolated individuals or insular minorities, the law imposes on the union the duty to
represent fairly all of the employees, member and non-member alike.

*Fourth*, the process of participation is characterized more by confrontation than cooperation. The law prohibits worker representation other than by an independent adversary, requires arm’s length bargaining, and limits the union’s right to information and discussion to those subjects which are to be resolved by economic conflict. These legal rules reflect and reinforce dominant social attitudes. Few employees have fully accepted the concept that the employees are partners in the enterprise who are entitled to share in management decisions or even to know the problems and prospects of the enterprise. The union, as their representative, is viewed as an adversary or even hostile party to management, with which management must bargain but not share decision-making. Most unions have reciprocated by considering it their function to obtain as much as possible for the employees and rejecting responsibility for the profitability of the enterprise.
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147 The union may be liable to the individual if the union in handling the grievance violates its duty to represent the employee fairly. Vaca v. Sipes, *supra* n. 63, at 185–86. The scope of this duty is discussed in the next section.

148 See text accompanying notes 28 and 29, *supra*.


154 Even statements which are defamatory of union officers cannot be punished by union tribunals. The only recourse is suit in the courts. Salzhandler v. Caputo, 316 F.2d 445 (2d Cir. 1963); Boilermakers v. Rafferty, 348 F.2d 307 (9th Cir. 1965).
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100 For an argument that union representation on the board of directors might violate Section 8(a) (2) of the NLRA prohibiting employer domination or interference with the union, see Markham, op. cit. supra n. 97, at 227–32. It is difficult, however, to see how the shareholders' acceptance of a nominee of the union as a member of the board would dominate or interfere with the union.

The Clayton Act, Section 8, addresses the problem of interlocking directorates. 15 U.S.C. § 19 (1970). See also Travers, Interlocks in Corporate Management and the Antitrust Laws, 46 Tex. L. Rev. 819 (1968). The violation would not be merely because officers from the same union served on boards of competing companies, but rather because they were named by the union to those positions.
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